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To a]! whom it may concern.‘

Be it known that I, TnoMAs lVAL'roN, a
5

Serial N0. 359,935.

Figure 3-is a plan;
Figure 4 is an underneath plan;
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subject of the King of Great Britain and
Flgures 5 and (3 are views on a larger
Ireland, and residing at St. Andrew’s scale illustrating details of the hammer op

Vicarage, Short Street, New Cut, Lambeth, erating mechanlsm; and
London, 6. E. 1, England, have invented a

Figures 7 to 9 are views showing a further 60

certain newand useful lmproved Apparatus detail.
for Printing or Copying Music and the like,
Figures 10, 11, and 12 illustrate a side
of which the following is a specification.
elevation, plan, and rear elevation respec
10

This invention relates to the printing or tively of a modi?cation hereinafter de

copying of music and like manuscript and scribed.

has for its object to devise a simple, cheap
ln carrying my invention into effect in
and efficient form of handeoperated print one convenient manner, I provide my im

65

ing device whereby such manuscripts may proved apparatus with. a metal or other base
15

be printed or copied much more rapidly plate a, bed-plate, foundation or support and
than can be done by hand in the usual upon such support I arrange a bar or other
manner, and much more quickly and cheaply gu1de ‘b on or in which is slidable laterally

than by the ordinary copper-plate or other a carriage 0 or other support adapted to re
printing processes, while at the same time ceive the paper (not shown) or other sheet
20 a machine in accordance with the invention
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or other material upon which the printing
will be much cheaper and more simple to is to be effected.
construct than the music typewriters which
In one convenient construction, the guide
have hitherto been proposed,
or the like I) may be adapted tobe moved
The invention consists in apparatus for vertically or substantially so in relation to
printing or copying music and the like the base-plate a by being provided‘ with
comprising in combination means for hold rack members d mounted in guides e and
ing the material to be printed upon, hand actuated by a lever f or levers and suitable
operated means for displacing such material linkage g or other mechanism connected

laterally and vertically, a single member with pinions h gearing with the racks, the
carrying all the necessary type characters hand operated pivoted lever 7' being ar
and adapted to be moved in a substantially ranged in conjunction with a quadrant i or
horizontal direction relatively to the ma other like variable retaining mechanism, the
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terial to be printed upon to produce ink
or the like impressions upon such material.
The invention also consists in apparatus
for printing or copying music and the like

arrangement being such that the paper sheet
may be correctly positioned in relation to
the printing member so that the note or

other character to be printed may be prop

comprising in combination means for hold

erly positioned in relation to the stave.

ing the material to be printed upon, hand
operated means for displacing such material
laterally and vertically, a single circular
rotary member carrying all the necessary
type characters upon its periphery and
adapted to be moved in a substantially hori

The quadrant or other like device may be
furnished with any suitable index scale 7r
so that the correct positioning of the paper

zontal direction relatively to the material to
45 be printed upon to produce ink or like im

may be indicated by the correct positioning
of the pivoted lever in relation to the scale
or index upon or in conjunction with the
quadrant.

,

The carriage 0, which is mounted upon a
guide, may comprise a roller Z and an auxil 100
pressions upon such material.
The invention also consists in the form of iary roller Z’ between which the paper or
apparatus hereinafter described or indi other material is adapted to be passed, for
cated.
assisting in adjustment of the paper the up
The accompanying drawings illustrate per part of which may be held by a bar or
50
one convenient form of apparatus in ac suitable light framework m and the carriage 105
cordance with the invention :—~

Figure 1 is a side elevation;
Figure 2 is a front elevation;

is laterally movable upon the vertically mov
ing guide in any suitable manner. It is

desirable that the carriage should be capable

2
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of its normal movement for the normal
spacing of the notes and should also be
capable of an intermediate movement for
any intermediate notes that may have to be
printed. For this purpose I provide the car
riage with two racks It, 0. having their teeth

10

4 and depressihle handle 5 passing up
through the spindle of the wheel w. The
printing mechanism maybe made 2llItOl112lt<
ically to effect the spacing by means of the.

spring controlled member 6 (Figure 6)
on the downward movement for
staggered and controlled by the double pawl. which,
printing,
over the bar 7, without af
71, p’ the carriage being moved by a spring fecting itspasses
position, but on the upward
3/ when the racks are released. The» spac
de?ects the pivoted bar 7 in
mg mechanism is normally operated by a movement,
order to rotate the spindle t, spring-con

hand actuated member 1/ which when de trolled pin 1%’ working in a slot f.” in the
pressed against a spring (1' moves the bar ‘I’ spindle
of the depressible handle 5 is pro~
pivoted at s in such a manner as to rotate
vided
to
limit the rotary movement and
the spindle f, the member 1/’ having upon
15 its lower extremity a circular member 92 also the vertical movement of the said
member. \Vhen the printer is not required
having a double inclined surface which on to
space, the handle 5 is rotated so that the
being moved in a downward direction moves projection
will clear the bar 7 during the
the pivoted lever 1' outwards. the member downward (5movement
of the member
The

9: engaging the reduced portion 1" to effect
spacing and the hand spacing.
this movement, whereby the projection u and automatic
may,
ii‘
desired,
be used in conjunction with
pin 1' rocks the spring controlled pawl 12, I)’, one another when
increased spacing is re

so that the racks are alternately released
by the pawls, and as each rack is so re

quired.

As above indicated. inking rollers 28 may
be
employed, or. as shown, I may employ
spacing may also be actuated automati -ally an ink
ribbon H which may be similar to a
when the printing is effected in the manner typewriter
ribbon and may be spaced by 2
hereinafter referred to.
pawl
9
and
ratchet 10 (Figure 4) operated
The base-plate carries a rotatable disc or by the spacing
mechanism in the manner
other like member '10 upon the outer periph shown
in Fig. 2.
30 er or 'in any other suitable position upon
If necessary or desirable. suitable V
w ich I arrange type (either engraved or guides
pawl 25 or the like may be
separately formed), the form and character provided24 inandconjuin-tion
with the printing
of which is made to conform to the form
member,
or
I
may
employ
a pin 11 in con~
and character of the notes or other signs
35 to be printed, and such printing wheel or junction with holes in the printing wheel in
order to hold the latter rigid during the
leased the carriage advances one tooth. The

25

, the like may be slidably movable in a direc

tion substantially at right angles to the di

printing operation.

90

Hi0

In order to prevent any excess ink from
rection of lateral movement of the paper coming
into contact with the paper from
(as shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12) so‘ that
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parts of the printing member adjacent to the
any particular type upon the printing mem~ particular
that is for the moment
ber may be moved by the operator into being used.character
pillar 26 may support a slot
contact with the paper for the purpose of ted plate 27 the
other like device in the print~
printing thereon, the paper or other mate ing positionorrelative
the paper so that
rial being held up to the printing wheel by the type may enter thetoslot
in the plate and
an anvil or other abutment formed with or
mark
upon
the.
paper
while
adjacent parts
secured to the carriage and arranged at the of the disc will come in contact
with the
back of the paper.
portions of metal or other material at the
In such construction (as shown in Figures sides of the slot.
10, 11 and 12) the type wheel 20 may be
It will be understood that the foregoing
carried upon a vertical spindle 21 which in
turn, is mounted in the slide 22 carrying the details of construction are given by way of

105i
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and the invention is not to be con~
printing member so that by means of a knob example
to such as I may modify the method of
23 or the like upon the printing wheel the ?ned
mounting and actuating the carriage to ad
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latter may be moved into any desired posi
its position laterally and vertically and
tion in order to bring any required character 'ust
may
vary the form of printing device
into position for printing, whereupon the and thealso
manner
of arranging for the same
printing member 20 is moved forward to to be supplied with
ink or‘ other printing
print, the type having if necessary been pre medium depending upon
the particular class
viously moved into contact with inking roll

60 ers 28 for the purpose of inking the same.

of printing for which the apparatus is re

quired or any particular practical require
In the preferred construction which is ments
that may have to be ful?lled.
in Figures 1 to 9 the wheel w is not slidably
Having
described my invention.
movable, but the printing is effected by a what I claimnow
as new and desire to secure by
hammer 2 controlled by the spring 1 and ac
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tuated by the bell-crank lever 2, bar 3, lever

Letters Patent is :

1. Apparatus for printing or cop) ing
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music and the like comprising in combina 'ing member in the printing position at the .
tlon means for holding the material to be moment of printing substantially as de

printed upon, hand operated means for dis
placing such material laterally and‘ verti
cally, a single member carrying all the
necessary type characters and adapted to be
manually rotated to bring ‘the necessary
type character into a position relatively

scribed.

‘

6. Apparatus ‘tor printing ' or copying

music and the like comprising in combina; 70
tion means for holding the material to be
printed upon, hand operated means for dis
placing such material laterally and verti
to the material to be printed upon, and cally, a single circular rotary member car
means whereby a further relative move rying all the necessary type characters upon 75
ment between said rotatable member and its periphery-and adapted to be rotated by 1
thematerial to be printed upon causes an hand to bring the necessary type character
ink or like impression to be produced upon into osition relatively to the material to
be prlnted upon, and means whereby a fur
such material substantially as described:

lid

15

2. Apparatus for printing and copying- ther relative movement between such rotat

v20

music and the like comprising in combina able member and the material to be printed
tion means for holding the material to be upon causes an ink or like impression to be
printed upon,\hand operated means for dis produced upon such material and the pro
placing such material laterally and verti vision in the circular printing member of
cally, a single circular rotary member car recesses adapted to co-operate with the ll’
rying all the necessary type characters upon block for the purpose of locking the print
its periphery and adapte to be rotated by ing member in the printing position at the
hand to? bring the necessaryv type character moment of printing substantially as de
into position relatively to the material to be scribed._
'
.

-25
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7. Apparatus for printing’ or copying
printed upon, and means whereby a further
,relative- movement between such rotatable music and the like ‘comprising in combina
member and the material to be printed upon tion means for holding the material to ‘be
causes an ink, or like impression to be pro printed upon, hand operated means for dis
duced upon such material substantially as placing such material laterally and verti~‘

cally, a single member carrying all the nec 95
'
3. Apparatus for printing or copying essary type characters and adapted to be
music‘and the like comprising a base plate, manually rotated to bring the necessary type '
carriage carried by said base plate and mov character into a‘ position relatively to the
' able laterally and vertically, a single circu ‘material to be printed upon, means whereby
35 lar rotary member alsocarried by said base a further relative movement between said 100
plate and having all the necessary type rotatable ‘member and the material to be
characters upon its periphery, means printed upon causes an ink or like impres
whereby relative horizontal movement may sion to be produced ,upon such material, and
be effected between‘ the printing member means for effecting lateral movement of the
40 and the material to be printed upon and material to be printed upon by the operation 105
means whereby the printing may be eiit'ected of the printing member, substantially as de

30

described.

in ink or the like printing medium substan

scribed.

'

‘

8. Apparatus for printing or copying music
4. A' machine for printing or copying and the like comprising in combination
music as claimed in claim 3 wherein the cir means for holding the material to be printed‘
cular printing means is adapted to be moved upon, hand operated means for displacing

tially as described.
45

110

in a substantially horizontal direction for such material laterally and vertically, a sin
50

the purpose of bringing the type into print
ing relationship with the material to be
printed upon substantially as described.
5. Apparatus for printing or copying

gle membercarrying all the necessary type

characters and adapted to be manually ro
tated to bring the necessary type character

11h

into a position relatively to the. material to
. music and the like comprising in combina» be printed upon, means whereby'a further,
tion means for holding the material to be relative movement between said rotatable
printed upon,hand operated means for dis member and the material to be printed upon

placing such material laterally and verti
cally, a single member carrying all the
necessary type characters and adapted to be
manually rotated to bring the necessary
type character into a position relatively to
60 the material to be printed upon, means

whereby a further relative movement be

causes an ink or like impression to be pro 12m

duced upon such material and means for ef
fecting the lateral movement of the mate

rial to be printed upon both manually and

by the operation of the printing member
substantially as described.

9. Apparatus for printing or copying music

tween said rotatable member and the ma and the like comprising in combination
terial to be rinted upon causes an ink or means for holding the material to be printed ‘

like impresslon‘to be produced upon such upon, hand operated means for displacing’
material, and means for locking the print such material laterally and vertically, a sin 130
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4.

gle member carrying all the necessar‘ type ' means for gauging the vertical movement to
characters and adapted to be manna ly ro
tated to bring the necessary type character
into a position relatively to the material to
be printed upon,_means whereby a further
relative movement between said rotatable
member and the material to be printed upon
causes an ink or like impression to be pro

duced upon such material, and means for ef
10

be given to the material to be printed upon,
substantially as described.

11. Apparatus for printing or copying
music and the like comprising-in combina

printed upon, hand operated means fordis
placing such material laterally. and verti
cally, a single member carrying all the nec

fecting the lateral spacing comprising ‘a. essary type characters and adapted to be
hand-actuated member depresible against manually rotated to bring the necessary type
the action of 'a spring and co-operating character into a position relatively to the

' through suitable levers with a carriage car
;,

_

40

material to be printed upon, means whereby

rying two racks having staggered teeth and a further relative movement between said
a double pawl co-operating with said racks, rotatable member and the material to be
substantially as described.

35

tion means for holding the material to be

45

printed upon causes an ink or like impresQ

_ 10. Apparatus 'for printing ‘or copylng sion to be produced upon such material, and
music and the like comprising in combina ‘means for effecting the lateral spacing com
tion means for holding the 'material to be prising a depressible spindle in the printing
20 printed upon, hand operated'means for dis member, said spindle being provided with
50
placing such material laterally v‘and verti pawls to engage on their upward movement
cally', a single member carryin'gall the nec7. with a bar, said bar ‘co-operating with a
essary type characters and‘adapted to be spindle and suitable .levers toactuate two
manually rotated to bring the necessary type racks to effect the spacing of the carriage
25 character into a position. relatively tot e carrying the material .to be printed upon,
material to be printed upon, meanswhereby substantially as described.
-.
a further relative movement between said“ _- Dated this 22nd day of September1919.v
. rotatable member and the material to, be
In. testimony. whereof ‘I- have signed,my,
printed upon causes an vink or like impres name to this specification.
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sion to be produced upon such1material,_'and

- . THOMAS WALTON.
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